It is well established that discursive innovations in literature and philosophy encouraged pro-animal sentiments in eighteenth-century England. Far less well known in this regard is the animal turn in the graphic arts. In his talk, Beirne seeks to redress this imbalance by documenting the extensive representation of animals in the paintings, drawings and printed engravings of the English artist William Hogarth (1697-1764). He outlines the four chief ways in which Hogarth pictured animals, namely, as hybrids, as edibles, as pets and as signs of satire. In so doing he asks: How did Hogarth see animals? How should we see Hogarth’s animals?

As the recipient of the 3rd annual USM Provost’s Research Fellowship for the 2012-2013 academic year, Beirne examined the pervasiveness of animals in Hogarth’s art, focusing on the 1751 print collection *The Four Stages of Cruelty*, in light of how the animals are portrayed and the artist’s interpretation of animal cruelty.
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Question & Answer Session to follow. Refreshments served.

Visit the Research Website for more information:

http://usm.maine.edu/research